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I N T R O D UC T I O N

Like most ideas born from love and passion, the beautiful photographs you are holding started as a conversation about
how amazing it would be to bring together the grace and control of dancers with the uncontrollable giddiness of dogs in
a collection of very special images. And the concept of giving proceeds to the Alabama Ballet and Alabama animal rescue
groups made the idea irresistible.
With the blessing of Tracey Alvey, artistic director for Alabama Ballet, and Melanie Mooney, executive director, we began
taking photos with members of the company and dogs rescued from the streets and shelters across our state.
We leave this project in awe of the young men and women who gladly gave up their precious downtime to be part of the book
and happily left with dog hair on their tights and smelling like puppy drool. The dedication these athletes have for their craft
is daunting—and seen by few people. We enjoyed every minute of our time with them. We entered a world we knew nothing
about and left with a respect and love for the company of dancers at Alabama Ballet. Best of all, they became our friends.
We made a conscious decision while creating Sit. Stay. Plié. to allow these photos to quietly speak to each of you, but we would
be doing the thousands of homeless animals in Alabama an injustice if we did not speak about them and for them. The dogs
in this book are now living in loving homes. They are the lucky ones. You can help others by adopting your next dog or cat
from a shelter and financially supporting the local animal welfare organizations that work tirelessly, against tremendous odds,
to rescue, medically treat, and find loving homes for those without a chance.
It’s our hope that you enjoy the images on the following pages and that you’ll leave with a new admiration for those who live to
dance, and for those who’ve been given a second chance.

Connie Collum			

Asha Gangolli			

Kay Simon
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“Even though Jenny is
blind, her loss of sight
never fazes her.
She’s confident
and moves around
the house and yard
just fine. She loves
sunning, wandering
the backyard in the
afternoon, and loves
playing in the cool
setting of the hairdryer.
Jenny is proof that
anyone can overcome
tragedy and find the
beauty, grace, and
confidence to live life
to its fullest.”
—Diana Brewer, Jenny’s owner
RIGHT: Jenna McCoy
with Jenny.
OPPOSITE PAGE TOP:
Jenna with Brutus
LEFT: Max and Otis
RIGHT: Heather and David
with Tessa.
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